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Here are a few generic tests. Some you can do yourself and the rest a mechanic should be able to do at a reasonable cost in about 30 to 45 minutes. 
	Run a compression test. Indicades ring and valve seal. 
	Have the oil pressure tested by a seperate guage. Indicates engine and oil pump wear. 
	Have the water in the radiator tested for exhaust gasses. Indicates head gasket leaks. 
	Drive the car and see if the transmission shifts smoothly with no grinding or knocks. Listen and feel for bad synchros and chipped teeth. 
	Let off and on the clutch slowly, feeling for a full positive engagement with no slipping. Indicates a bad clutch. 
	Try braking hard in an open parking lot. Indicates brake problems. 
	Check the oil for clouding and look for grey slime on the dip stick. Indicates a head gasket leak. 
	When checking for rust, take a small magnet to feel for thick areas of bondo. 
	Welding may indicate serious rust problems or a major impact. 

	Potential TR6 Problem Areas: 

	Body: One of the most important things to watch for on the TR6, as with all Triumphs, is rust. Rust coming through the paint generally indicates that there is 5 to 10 times more rust lurking beneath the body panels. Where does one look for rust on a TR6, other then everywhere? 
	The top of rear deck at the seams between the deck panels and fenders. Even slight bubbling of the paint in this area may be indicative of more serious rust deeper within the seams. 
	Under the carpets at the front of footwells, underneath the driver's pedals, and along the seat rails. 
	On the front quarter panels behind the wheels, particularly at the junction with the firewall. 
	Behind the rear wheels, all the way back to the rear valence, around the tops of that portion of the taillight which wraps around the side of the fender. Remember to check the *inside* of these panels as well as the outside. 
	In the engine compartment around the battery box, and under the hydraulic master cylinders, where leaking fluids may have removed paint, allowing rust to spread. 

	Frame: The TR6 frame is a boxed section frame with baffles that separate the long sections. The most common problem with these frame members is that salt and water can easily get inside the frame member and rot it from the inside out. The problem first shows up a "blisters" along the seams where the frame sections join together. Two particular special problem areas are where the trailing arms (for the rear suspension) and differential are attached to the frame. Look very carefully at the location that the trailing arms mount to the frame. Very easy to get to, it's just behind the seats, and underneath the car. If there is rust on these pieces, get up, dust yourself off, and say 'Thanks, but no thanks'. (Unless you are looking for a donor car for a major project.) Repairing/replacing these sections is very time and labour intensive, usually requiring a body off repair or a new frame to fix it "right." If you drive the car, listen for telltale clunks coming from torn diff mounts, although these "clunks" sounds a lot like simple worn U-joint noise. Yet another frame/body warning sign are problems with sagging sills and doors that are tough to open/close. 
	Electricals: There are no particularly unusual electrical problems on the TR6, other than the typical problems common to nearly all British cars. 
	Mechanicals: In general, the TR6 drivetrain is pretty solid and robust. Lots of mechanical parts are available for the TR6, from numerous suppliers. Some of the more common mechanical problems that may cost you more than you expected include: 
	Differential: the bearings are ball bearing type. They can fail. Failure often results in major differential failure that is remedied by replacing the diff. Also the ring and pinion can break for any number of reasons (not the least of which would be smokey burnouts :-() Rebuilding TR6 diffs requires special tools too. Farm the work out. 
	Engine: The TR6 engine is pretty strong, and can go long without any major overhaul. When they start to get tired, they can be easily reconditioned by a competent overhauler. If the current owner said that he/she rebuilt it, do not consider the engine overhaul to contribute to the overall value of the car. The sole exception to this rule is that if the mechanic is/was a real TR mechanic. The most informative thing you can learn about a TR6 engine if you can't actually run it is to check the condition of the Thrust Washers. These are the biggest failure point. Replacement can require a different crankshaft and block if the condition is severe enough. This can be a good bargaining point when buying a TR6. To check, simply push the crankshaft pulley rearward as hard as you can, then have an assistant sit in the car. Now, use your hand to span the space between the crank pulley and the front of the engine, and inform your assistant to lightly step on the clutch pedal. You'll feel the crank pulley move forward slightly, and this will reveal the condition of the thrust washers. The allowable axial play for the crankshaft is .007-.013 If the distance seems greater than say, the thickness of your fingernail, you should bargain for a lower price, knowing that you'll have to be into the lower end of the motor soon. If the distance approaches 1/8", you can bet that the thrust washers have fallen into the oil pan, and the connecting rod bearings are short to fail. In this case, a different engine would probably be in order. 
	Front end: the front end on a TR6 is pretty strong. Most of the parts are relatively easy to replace given time and patience. 
	Rear Hubs: The rear hubs are a common malady. The bearings for the rear hubs are sealed bearings (in a sense.) There is no way to lubricate them, and they can fail for a number of reasons. At any rate, if you catch them early (when they start to slop a bit) then you can get them rebuilt by a competent shop (with experience!) or mail-order British car specialist. If you don't catch them in time...it's in the bin with them! Expensive! Don't try to fix them yourself, or you will repeat the story that a lot of TR6 owners tell of a shop that wrecked a set of hubs. There are special tools required to do the hubs right as well as above average mechanical skills. Farm out hub rebuilding! 
	Transmission: The transmissions on TR6s are pretty good. If they make noise in any gears, the overhaul can be expensive. It a transmission in a prospective purchase has been rebuilt, if the current owner rebuilt it, do not consider this piece in the overall value of the vehicle. Also, make sure that all gears shift smoothly. Bad synchros and slop in the shift mechanism can make the best transmission beat itself to death in very short order! 
	U-joints: There are six U-joints on the TR6. The factory installed units were permanently lubricated. This means that they fail after a while. If they have been replaced, they might have grease nipples which if used to grease the u-joints will aid in longevity. 

	Prices 

TR6 prices really do not vary much from model year to model year. Some people prefer the earlier car with the higher compression engine and "clean" bumpers. Others prefer the later car with the better intake manifold, dual exhaust, bumper guards (necessary for any regularly used car), front spoiler, comfier seats, and Union Jack flags. Personally, I have one of each and prefer different things about the early and late cars. 
The one exception to this would be the very earliest cars (say the first 100 or so) and the very last ones (last 100 or so), which would be worth a premium due to their "uniqueness." 1969 cars are somewhat rare, and may fetch a very little bit more (5%?) than other years for the same condition car, but are a bit of a pain to maintain, as they have a few minor bits and pieces which weren't used the other years. Other than that, however, TR6 prices are quite flat across the years. 
To some extent, however, the features that are most desirable vary a lot according to the person and how they plan to use the car, so the demand is pretty much flat across the whole production range, as each year had some strengths and disadvantages. 
By far the most significant factor in car price is the condition of the car. The year of the car is way down on the list of determining factors, below things like body and trim color. Hardtop , overdrive, and AC each add about 5% to the price of a car at any given condition. The April '94 issue of "British Car" includes a Triumph TR6 price guide: (reprinted here without permission, so please don't include this in a hardcopy newsletter without permission) Triumph places have been flat over the past few years, so these prices are still accurate as of this writing. (August 1997) 
CONDITION 
------------------------------------ 
Restored - 100% as new, 95 points min concourse 
Excellent - mostly restored or superb original 
Amateur partly restored, or very good original 
Good, complete, runs and drives well 
Fair, drivable, needs minor repairs, but complete 
Poor, not too incomplete, not badly rusted/damaged 
Poor, rough, incomplete, damaged, or badly rusted 
Price 
------ 
$12,000 
$9,000 
$6,250 
$4,000 
$2,300 
$1,200 
$700 

Remember, these are values based on a normal (non duress) situation. If you are trying to sell a TR6 (or any collector car for that matter) in a hurry (i.e. divorce settlements, need immediate cash to close on the new house, etc.) then prices can be lower, especially in winter months in the northern states. Also price valuations are usually given to estimate the cost of replacement. 


